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The idea for this paper arose after I attended last year’s HM which for the first time organised a
feminist stream as part of the event — something which I strongly welcomed. I found the session I
attended interesting and inspiring — as did others I spoke with.

But what was also clear is that amongst the young women present who had come to feminism in the
1980s and later, very little if anything was known about the role that socialist feminists had played
in the 1970s in Britain or internationally. Feminist history, in so far as it has been written, at all has
tended to be written either by radical feminists or by academics focusing on equality within the
current system — a system which from my perspective cannot and will not ever allow women to
achieve our liberation.

This is further exacerbated by the tendency that Josette Trat talks about in her paper, that where the
mainstream media talks about feminism at all, it is rarely socialist feminists that are given the
opportunity to put forward our ideas. Women who talk about only about making comestic (sic)
changes to the system can be safely given airtime because they don’t threaten dominant ideas very
much. But radical feminists are sometimes used to label all feminists as men haters (not to mention
to elide into the prejudiced baiting of lesbians) and thus to ignore anything else we had to say.
Socialist feminists, including those of us who are lesbians, often worked in mixed organisations as
well as in women only groups and had a more fundamental critique of class society as a whole and
capitalism in particular – so our message was much more of a threat.

In terms of our comparative silence as socialist feminists, at the time during which we were, I
contend, making history (in the way that social movements always make history even if they are
generally ignored or caricatured by most political commentators at the time and historians
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afterwards) we were too caught up with the drama of the moment to think about chronicling it in
any systematic way. And in so far as there are records – and my own boxes of leaflets, pamphlets,
books and personal letters are only a miniscule fragment of what exists in dusty cupboards corners
and attics) are much less easy to catalogue than material produced in the age of the internet.

Those that have started doing that work have it seems from my not totally systematic google
searches in preparation for this presentation to often be women who have come to political activity
since the mid 1980s and therefore to have only the paper records rather the memories with which to
supplement and interrogate them. Socialist feminists of my generation and older have to do more to
fill in the gaps of what we did and why as well as engage in broader debates as we see for example
with the republication of Beyond the Fragments this year.

So let me move from asking why comparative silence exists to making some small attempt to fill
some of the gaps:

The second wave of the Women’s Liberation Movement (WLM) burst onto the political scene in the
late 1960s and 1970s first in North America and then Europe as part of the left — born out of the
movement against the Vietnam War and inspired by the Black Power movement as well.

The women’s liberation movement as a whole was consciously antisystemic — we were not just
talking about reforms at the edges but a fundamental change in society. We saw ourselves as
operating in alliance with other movements at ideological and practical levels.

Those women who came into activity as feminists in Britain in particular, across Europe to some
extent — much less in the US — were of the left politically and often organisationally — at the same
time protesting against the failure of the left either to take up and champion our demands or respect
our contribution to the movement as a whole.

In Britain and some other parts of Europe, socialist feminism was initially the strongest current in
that movement (although as Josette explains we called ourselves different things in different places).
We developed and put forward a different vision of women’s liberation than that advanced by those
feminists who thought that equality under the law within the current system was enough — and than
the increasingly vocal radical feminist current which saw men per se as the problem.

We organized as part of the women’s liberation movement as a whole – in local consciousness
raising groups as well as in campaign groups, in student groups and in trade unions and in the
Labour Party. I think probably all, but certainly the great majority of women in my local women’s
group in North Manchester in 1975 for example (about 15 of us if my memory serves me right)
would have defined themselves as socialist feminists. We also held women and socialism conferences
at a national level from 1973, conferences which tended to focus on the development of theoretical
and analytical approaches where more general feminist conferences were more orientated to
campaigning.

Socialist feminism drew inspiration from the experience of the early Russian Revolution — the fact
that after the revolution, despite the economic difficulties and the effect of war, the development of
collective ways of doing things: collective living arrangements, canteens, laundries and crèches
which socialised a number of the tasks of reproduction which had previously been women’s almost
exclusive responsibility. Alongside these measures were important legal changes; the replacement of
religious marriage with civil marriage, easier divorce and the legalization of abortion and
homosexuality.

But with the rise of Stalinism the gains of the revolution on this front as on all others were pushed



back — women were again glorified primarily as mothers as if we could only play a useful role by
producing babies and new laws which undercut women’s rights and strengthened the family were
introduced. Not surprisingly then the socialist feminism of second wave feminism tended to be anti-
stalinist.

Our vision of how to overcome the discrimination that women face as a result of our role in the
family was based on a strategy of fighting for socialization – from this perspective we were very
critical of the ‘Wages for Housework’ current to which Josette also alludes, which we felt didn’t seek
to undermine let alone overthrow the sexual division of labour in the family.

Socialist feminists discussed and debated the ideas of Engels in The Origin of the Family, Private
Property, and the State, including why the mass entry of women into paid employment hadn’t broken
down the sexual division of labour in the workplace – as well as his glorification of monogamy as the
ideal human relationship. We tried to learn more about our socialist feminist foremothers, hungrily
reading Alexandra Kollontai for example but also revelling in the publication of Shelia Robotham’s
Hidden from History in 1977 which uncovered the lives and struggles of many other women of whom
we hadn’t heard.

Along with all the discussing and reading, we were campaigning as part of the women’s liberation
movement as a whole. It is true that there was sometimes a tendency by socialist feminists to
downplay the importance of campaigning around violence against women, an issue that was mainly
taken up by radical feminists. While it was correct to fight around issues that affected the gendered
division of labour in the workplace — equal pay and access to free quality childcare and to
understand the centrality of women’s right to control our fertility to the achievement of women’s
liberation — in retrospect it seems extraordinary that it was only in 1978 that the women’s
movement agreed a demand around violence against women despite the fact that the first refuge
had been opened by Erin Pizzey in Chiswick in 1971 and the National Women’s Aid Federation had
been set up in 1974.

The relationship between black women and the women’s liberation movement was often not straight
forward despite the fact that the latter took so much inspiration from Black Power. In Britain
women’s groups often didn’t notice when they were exclusively white — or even more pertinently
discuss whether the campaigns they were taking up related to the needs of black women.

It was often left to black women to have to assert that they refused to choose between fighting
sexism or racism – the struggle against both was essential. Different individuals or the same
individual might prioritise one at a particular moment. Those struggles, to an even greater extent
than those of socialist feminists are hidden from history.

As Jane Kelly pointed out in her 1992 article “Postmodernism and Feminism” first published in
International Marxist Review No 14:

“The 1980s were marked by the challenge of black women to the white-dominated women’s
movement. Black feminists pointed out that on many issues their experiences differed from white
women. These included the family, the workplace, welfare rights, men, motherhood, abortion,
sexuality and, centrally, the state. Although black women had been organizing together since at least
1973, including in several important strikes, and the first black women’s conference in Britain was
held in 1979, it was in the 1980s that their voice was at last heard.

“Black women were organised in caucuses within the Labour Movement, in campaigns against
deportation, against religious fundamentalism, against racism and in many other ways. Central to
the debate between black and white feminists has been the relation between race, gender and class



and the relative weight of each. For example black women explained that sometimes they have to
put aside a fight against sexism to fight with black men against racism; at other times the struggle
against male domination is paramount. This, along with black women’s understanding of the racist
state, lead a significant proportion of black women to socialist conclusions and put black women’s
organization at the forefront of anti-imperialist struggles such as the campaigns against war in the
Gulf.”

There were some important examples of black and white women organizing together, often in
relation to important trade union struggles some of which I will deal with later but which also
included the Imperial Typewriters strike in Leicester in 1974 which took place after 40 women
workers were sacked without reason and the other 1100 workers walked out in solidarity. Another
important example was Women against Racism and Fascism – primarily a vehicle through which
women organized as women to mobilise for anti-fascist demonstrations which gave more women
confidence to participate in what were often very militarized mobilisations as well as highlighting
the extent to which women were also threatened by fascism. This mixed organisation was very
clearly led by black women. Then there was Women against Fundamentalism, initiated by Southall
Black Sisters, but involving other women too (perhaps not surprisingly a significant cohort of Irish
women or women of Irish descent.

While this paper focuses on the women’s movement in Britain because that’s where I have always
lived and so that’s where my direct political experience is, I certainly don’t have a one size fits all
model of what feminism should or could look like – and if I did I would be very cautious of deriving it
from an imperialist country!.

I have learnt a great deal from feminist activists in other countries and other continents. The fact
that the way movements have grown up in different places has often been very different should be
no surprise to materialists. Heather Dashner’s article about the women’s movement in Latin America
in International Marxist Review 87 for example makes a vital contribution to chronicling some of the
experiences of building the women’s movement across that continent. She talks about the multiple
identities of Latin American women; as women but also as indigenous and or residents of the favelas
and barrios. There are strong parallels but some differences with the experience of black women in
the imperialist countries themselves.

While socialist feminists believed — and believe — that all women suffer as a result of women’s
oppression in class society including under capitalism and therefore are in favour of uniting all
women who want to fight against that oppression under the banner of women’s liberation we also
understand that it is working-class women who suffer most acutely whether it be from the lack of
abortion facilities on the NHS, from sexual harassment or from economic discrimination in the
workplace. From this point of view one of our preoccupations was to make feminist ideas accessible
to working-class women.

Further, while we were strongly in favour of the autonomy of the Women’s Liberation movement —
and of women’s leadership of all the struggles against our oppression — at the same time we were
also in favour of building alliances with organisations that also involved men. The definition that
Josette gives in her paper exactly reflects the view we had of what autonomy did and should mean –
a definition and a praxis which differentiated us both from radical feminists who were committed to
separatism but also from those sections of the left who retained an instrumentalist view of the role of
women and the women’s liberation movement.

From the point of view of our ability to practically take forward the fight for our demands this meant
two types of organisation in particular — the trade unions and the Labour Party.



Our prioritization of the trade unions was based on the understanding that even where women were
the overwhelming majority of workers in a particular factory or other workplace — or across most of
an entire industry — in order to win lasting victories the solidarity of other workers would be
necessary. A number of the particular moments from history that I will examine in more detail below
bear that out.

The Labour Party as a site for taking forward the struggle for women’s liberation will probably seem
more strange to many younger feminists today — and indeed not all socialist feminists agreed in the
1970s that it was important. However many feminists were part of the left wing ferment in the
Labour Party often referred to as Bennism; and the women’s structures — women’s sections,
women’s council and women’s conference — were well to the left of the party as a whole during this
period.

At the same time even some feminists outside the party agreed that as Labour either was the party
of government or was likely to be so soon then the positions on women’s situation that could be won
there had a particular importance. While the flowering of women’s structures were part of a fight to
increase democracy within the Labour Party, it was the case that the both individual party members
and affiliated trade unions had far more of a say than they do in the Labour Party today.

This then is the political context in which I will go on to examine some of the political campaigns
that socialist feminists prioritised during this political period.

 The Working Women’s Charter Campaign

The Working Women’s Charter was drawn up by London Trades Councils in 1974. The Charter
campaign linked up with women’s structures in the trade union movement which had existed over a
much longer period of time but which had often become rather ossified. But the changing political
situation and the influence of feminist ideas on a layer of trade union activists, including some
women in the Communist Party, led to some revitalisation.

The campaign was given real life when local Charter groups were set up around the country often
linking in with a spate of action by women around equal pay in particular. As far as I can remember
and understand from others those groups involved women who saw themselves as fighting for
women’s liberation, who in so far as they labeled themselves beyond that would describe themselves
as socialist feminists, but who also understood the importance of having broader and formal support
from the trade union movement as a whole.

There had been an important strike for Equal Pay — now immortalized in the film Made in
Dagenham — at the Ford plant in East London in 1968. In 1970 the Labour government had
introduced the Equal Pay Act — but its provisions did not come into operation until 29 December
1975!

From its inception, the Charter campaign organized solidarity with strikes around Equal Pay such as
those at SEI in Heywood, north of Manchester and Electrolux Luton in 1975. At Trico windscreen
wiper factory in Brentford West London all 350 women working there walked out in May 1976 and
after 21 weeks of continuous picketing and massive solidarity from across the labour movement the
bosses were forced to cave in in what was the longest ever strike for Equal Pay.

The Charter also campaigned around other broader demands which were part of the fight for
Women’s Liberation. The Charter was put to TUC Congress in 1975 and defeated mainly because of
its references to abortion and to campaigning for a minimum wage. The Charter campaign tried to
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make links with working class women struggling around their conditions at work and show them the
relevance of the fight for women’s liberation to their situation.

The charter read as follows:

Working Women’s Charter

We pledge ourselves to agitate and organize to achieve the following demands:

1. The rate for the job regardless of sex, at rates negotiated by the trades unions, with a national
minimum wage below which no wages should fall.

2. Equal opportunity of entry into occupations and in promotion regardless of sex and marital state.

3. Equal education and training for all occupations and compulsory day-release for all 16- to 19-year-
olds in employment.

4. Working conditions to be, without deteriorization of previous conditions, the same for women as
for men.

5. The removal of all legal and bureaucratic impediments to equality, e.g. with regard to tenancies,
passports, control over children, social security payments, hire purchase agreements.

6. Improved provision of local authority day nurseries, free of charge, with extended hours to suit
working mothers. Provision of nursery classes in day nurseries. More nursery schools.

7. 18 weeks maternity leave with full pay before and after birth of a live child; 7 weeks after the
birth if the child is stillborn. No dismissal during pregnancy or maternity leave. No loss of security,
pension or promotion prospects.

8. Family planning clinics supplying free contraception to be extended to cover every locality. Free
abortion to be readily available.

9. Family allowances to be increased to £2·50 per child including the first child.

10. To campaign amongst women to take an active part in trades unions and in political life, so that
they may exercise influence commensurate with their numbers and to campaign amongst male trade
unionists that they may work to achieve this aim.

It is interesting to compare the demands of the Charter campaign with the demands put forward by
the Women’s Liberation movement itself. The second WLM conference in 1971 at Skegness agreed
the following four demands:

– Equal Pay

– Equal Educational and Job Opportunities

– Free Contraception and Abortion on Demand

– Free 24-hour Nurseries

These were added to at the Edinburgh Conference in 1974:

– Legal and Financial Independence for All Women



– The Right to a Self Defined Sexuality. An End to Discrimination Against Lesbians.

And in Birmingham in 1978 by:

– Freedom for all women from intimidation by the threat or use of violence or sexual coercion
regardless of marital status; and an end to the laws, assumptions and institutions which perpetuate
male dominance and aggression to women. (The Birmingham conference also split off the first part
of the sixth demand and made it a preamble to all the others in a fractious debate in which radical
feminist voices were certainly more numerous than at any previous conference.)

So we can see that the demands of the Charter campaign were more extensive in relation to a
number of workplace issues, building as they did on the work done on these questions over a long
period by women’s structures in the trade unions. On the other hand, on questions of women’s
position in the family, they took up all the key issues but in a less radical way.

Free abortion on demand — the slogan of the WLM — encapsulated the idea that the 67 Act did not
go far enough — that women should not need permission from any doctor while the Charter slogan
that free abortion should be widely available emphases the fact that women should not have to pay.

On nurseries there are also differences with the WLM demand being Free 24-hour Nurseries and the
Charter: ‘Improved provision of local authority day nurseries, free of charge, with extended hours to
suit working mothers. Provision of nursery classes in day nurseries. More nursery schools.

 Grunwicks

Women were not only taking action in their workplaces on the question of Equal Pay, important
though that was. For many women, the right to organise at all in the workplace was something that
had to be fought for. One of Britain’s most important industrial disputes of the period which lasted
from August 1976 to July 1978 was at Grunwicks photoprocessing plant in Willsden, West London
where the overwhelming majority of the workers were East African Asians.

Following the sacking of a colleague earlier in the day, Jayaben Desai, soon to become the
undisputed leader of the strike, walked out in protest together with her son Sunil. During the next
day they were joined by 75 more workers who demanded the right to trade union recognition.

As the dispute developed the question of solidarity was key. Postal workers refused to handle film
for the company quite early on and received the backing of their union, the Union of Postal Workers
— who then backed down after the threat of legal action. Later workers in the local office again
decided to take solidarity action and were supported by the London District Council of the union, but
then this support was again withdrawn after the threat of being taken to court.

As the strike entered its second year mass pickets at the plant became increasingly important.
Thousands of activists — trade unionists, feminists, Labour Party members and others came to stand
in solidarity with the overwhelmingly Asian women workers in their struggle. Police charged the
picket lines with horses and a level of determination to break the strike and its supporters. Together
with Margaret Thatcher and the Tories, they were committed to support George Ward, Grunwicks
Managing Director, who would not give an inch to the strikers.

One important feature of the mass pickets was the role played by a then relatively unknown trade
unionist by the name of Arthur Scargill. Scargill, at that time, was the leader of the Yorkshire area of
the National Union of Mineworkers (NUM), a militant region in what was generally a right wing
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union at the time. The role that Scargill and his Yorkshire battalions played at Grunwicks was to
stand him and the union in good stead not so many years later when the NUM as a whole was at the
front of the struggle in the great miner’s strike.

 The National Abortion Campaign

In 1975 women in the International Marxist Group (IMG), the then British section of the Fourth
International, were central to the launch of the National Abortion Campaign (NAC) which
successfully campaigned over a whole period against a series of attempts to restrict the 1967
Abortion Act. NAC was not a women only campaign but it was women-led and for many of its
thousands of activists it was a first introduction to feminist politics.

The 1967 Act was and remains one of the most progressive pieces of legislation on women’s abortion
rights anywhere in the world – although of course the fact that women still require “approval” from
two doctors before being allowed to take some control over their own bodies shows that the fight for
a woman’s right to choose remains an ongoing battle. Even at the height of strong women’s sections
in the Labour Party, we never succeeded in mandating MPs to support a woman’s right to choose
rather than seeing abortion as a matter of their (overwhelming male) ‘individual conscience’.

Defence of the 1967 Act was the centrepiece of NAC’s activities and in practice it was when yet
another private member’s bill was introduced that there was the greatest spurt of activity with many
new people joining the campaign’s groups up and down the country. In those days we were each
time able to defeat the proposals to further limit our right to choose – something that has
subsequently been undermined as the pro-choice movement along with the women’s liberation
movement more generally went into decline after the defeat of the miners’ strike.

NAC was less successful in generalizing the real availability of abortion provision on the ground. In
some areas of the country, doctors and consultants blocked women’s access again on the basis of
their consciences — and there were few day care clinics that could provide abortion facilities in the
best possible conditions for women which resulting in most women having terminations on maternity
wards!

We also debated with the anti-abortionists on an ongoing basis — not allowing them any space to put
forward their ideas unchallenged particularly in the student or labour movement. In particular we
showed that the so-called evidence they put forward was massively distorted. We gave the lie to the
notion that they had the right to call themselves pro-life when they showed no interest in any other
issue that affects women.

But the most important achievement of the campaign was the win support from the trade unions at
all levels including the TUC itself. And this was not only a paper commitment. The 1976 TUC
Congress voted to support NAC as did many individual unions over those years. The extent of the
support on the ground was shown in 1979 when the TUC called a mass demonstration jointly with
the National Abortion Campaign itself against the latest attempt to further restrict abortion rights by
Scottish Tory MP John Corrie. This demonstration of around 80,000 was the largest demonstration
on the question of abortion rights ever to take place in Britain — and the largest demonstration
called by the TUC on a non-industrial matter ever.
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 Greenham

In September 1981 a women’s peace camp was established at the RAF base at Greenham Common
Berkshire by a Welsh group Women for Life on Earth. The women were determined to stop the siting
of 96 cruise missiles at the base which had been a US base since 1943. The camp drew support not
only from the peace movement which through the work of the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament
was an important part of the radical scene in those years, but also more generally including from
feminists.

In December 1982 the first major action took place when 30,000 women encircled the base in the
biggest women-only action Britain had ever seen. Slogans such as “Take the Toys from the Boys”
where in some ways a challenge for socialist feminists as they seemed to emphasize that men should
be seen as the enemy. Nor were all of us comfortable with the idea that women were naturally more
peaceful than men.

But as we participated in the actions, and in some cases made longer visits to the permanent
women’s peace camp our doubts began to fade. We experienced the power of women’s organising
which together with the commitment to nonviolent direct action made it more difficult for the police
to intervene as stridently as they would have liked.

In retrospect too I at least can see that the women’s peace movement at Greenham organised in
ways that had many things in common with other forms of feminist resistance. After all people will
generally come into political activity to defend the things that affect them most closely, so their
communities or their children will very often be key motivating factors. This is the point I made in
earlier in relation to black women organising in Britain and to women’s movements elsewhere in the
world.

Feminist consciousness as such is very often not the starting point — the job for feminists is to relate
to these struggles and show how organising autonomously as women can give us strength in those
battles and beyond.

 The miner’s strike

Women’s politics, alongside working class politics as a whole, changed dramatically with the election
of Margaret Thatcher as Prime Minister in 1979. The women’s liberation movement — like the left in
general but even more so — didn’t know what had hit it when Thatcher was elected in 1979. The last
conference of the movement as a whole was Birmingham in 1978.

It was not that the overwhelming majority of feminists thought that the election of a woman Prime
Minister was in any way a victory for us — contrary to some of what the media claimed after
Thatcher’s death earlier this year. The problem was rather that we were unprepared for the ferocity
of the attack that her government would launch on so many of the gains that had been won both by
women and the working class as a whole in the period since the end of the Second World War.

At the same time it was the 1984-85 Miners’ strike and the growth of Women against Pit Closures
which was to be one of the most important test beds for the ideas of the women’s liberation
movement as whole and for socialist feminists in particular

Women against Pit Closures was a magnificent alliance between women in a whole range of tightly
knit working class communities right across Britain and feminists. Maxine Peake, in her recent radio
drama Queens of the Coal Age describes how ‘Hundreds of women came out of the kitchen and out
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of their husband’s shadows.’ But I don’t accept Peake’s dismissal of what she refers to as middle
class feminists returning to their boef bourgingon – apart from the fact that many of us were
completely unfamiliar with French cuisine in those days – more significantly I think this completely
underplays the sense of solidarity built up during the strike between those from very different
communities, class backgrounds and experiences.

The nature of the work in the pits — from which women had been excluded since 1842 — and the
fact that there was little other employment in those communities led to a very rigid sexual divisions
of labour between women and men. Most women were not in paid employment at all and those who
were tended to work part time. Very few women in those communities had had education beyond the
age of 16.

But then the strike itself led to the socialisation of many of the functions of the family — communal
eating and childcare which led to a different way of life for women in particular but the community
as a whole. Those steps were taken partly for financial reasons — it’s cheaper to cook for 300 people
in one kitchen than in 100 separate kitchens — but also because it’s more efficient in terms of the
human hours needed to shop, cook clean etc., so leaving more time for picketting and other. And the
experience of collectivising so many aspects of daily life broke down isolation and created stronger
bonds of solidarity. Not only was it more efficient — it was often more fun.

Through their experience of organising their own meetings and going on the picket lines,
challenging the traditional idea that women were opposed to ‘their’ men taking industrial action, but
rather asserting that Thatcher’s attack was an assault on the whole community, they grew
enormously in confidence. Women who previously had often not gone beyond the nearest medium
sized town spoke all over the country and beyond.. Women from Women against Pit Closures were
visible supporters of the actions of women at Greenham Common (see above).

Socialist feminists were prominent in miners’ support groups up and down the country. The strike
and women’s organising around it took the politics of women’s liberation — both at the level of
political demands and ways of organising — into parts of the working class that it had never before
reached.

Women against Pit Closures was not the only ground breaking aspect of the miner’s strike. Lesbians
and Gay Men support the Miners (LGSM) did not start in mining communities themselves but in the
larger cities of Britain such as London and Manchester where the support movement was strongest
and where LGBT politics most developed. This too was a profoundly transformative experience both
for those of us involved in solidarity and for many in the NUM and mining communities who through
such developments were forced to rethink previous deeply held prejudices.

But the defeat of the strike was so central to the problems of the labour movement over the next
decades that it is difficult to measure what the long term consequences of the strike were for
women. I’m not aware that any detailed research has been done as to what the effects were in terms
of the sexual division of labour — which was anyway affected by the long term unemployment which
hit most pit villages when the mines closed after the defeat of the strike.

Before the strike the NUM newspaper had its own Page 3 , afterwards while sexism was not of
course eradicated, it would have been unthinkable for Page 3 to continue. More women went on to
further education, some relationships broke up — and perhaps others changed. Some women from
mining communities continued their political involvement.

The Women against Pit Closure model also had an impact on later industrial struggles. Now the old
assumption that women didn’t support industrial action had been so strongly challenged and as one



of Peake’s characters reminds us ‘We were the reason the strike lasted as long as it did’, we saw
other women’s support groups develop such as Women on the Waterfront who organised in support
of the Liverpool Dockers in 1995

Major shifts in people’s ideas and ways of doing things are of course not unique to women’s struggle
but indicative of the way consciousness changes more rapidly in periods of huge social ferment and
less when this isn’t the case. But it would be good to know more about what happened to both
individual women and the communities they came from.

After the defeat of the miner’s strike the women’s movement fragmented further. This then in turn
had a further impact on lessening the legacy of socialist feminism passed on to future generations

 Defeat

The fact that the defeat of the miners’ strike by Margaret Thatcher’s Conservative, anti-union
government was a huge blow against the whole trade union movement in Britain is generally
recognised on the left. But it was also a significant blow for the women’s liberation movement as a
whole — and particularly for the socialist feminist current.

Many women, particularly socialist feminists, began to put a major part of their activism into trade
union structures. Women’s structures in trade unions often created by women in and around the
Communist Parties in the previous political period had during the 1970s and early 1980s been
deeply influenced by the politics of the women’s liberation movement and had won support from
many trade unions in their entirety. This led to the somewhat contradictory situation that in some
ways it was more comfortable to be a feminist in the trade union movement than in many single
issue campaigns or far left groups.

During the previous political period a layer of women had been employed as “professional feminists”
by relatively left-leaning Labour councils including the Greater London Council later abolished by
Thatcher or by women’s community organisations which gained funding in that period. While much
of the work developed here within the context of building alliances between the labour movement
and socialist feminism and in the context of rising class struggle were positive, in the context of the
defeat of the miners’ strike and the disorientation that this led to throughout much of the left, they
took on a much more reformist colouring in this difficult political context.

As Jane Kelly’s article to which we already referred sets out in detail this also took place in the
context of the growth of postmodernist ideas — ideas which impacted internationally across
significant sections of the left including amongst feminists

Kelly puts it like this:

“As gender and class became increasingly decoupled, so postmodernism”s influence grew. Although
the objective political situation in the 1980s was very difficult, these changes were also brought
about by the development of theories which have emphasised difference at the expense of unity. In
some cases this has included a loosening of ties between the women’s and labour movements in the
name of the right to express difference, a very postmodern concept. In particular the Communist
Party in Britain and especially the writing of Bea Campbell have cynically used demands of the
oppressed to be heard in order to attack the “male” labour movement and turn sections of the
organised oppressed away from alliances with it. This has been part of a strategy pursued by the CP
throughout the 1980s, marked by increasingly right-wing politics, the rejection of the class struggle,
the seeking of a system of alliances of the oppressed where class was given no determining position

https://www.europe-solidaire.org/spip.php?page=spipdf&spipdf=spipdf_article&id_article=30426&nom_fichier=ESSF_article-30426#outil_sommaire


and the adoption of the slogan “New Times”to describe a society claimed by them to be dominated
by “post- Fordist” production. They wholeheartedly adopted the ideas of postmodernism, giving
space in their journal to writers such as Baudrillard. All this culminated in the demise of their ill-
named journal Marxism Today and the folding up of the party itself.

…”Both within socialist feminist circles and among those developing cultural theory and analysis,
Marxism was slowly rejected in favour of a looser framework, often influenced by structuralism and
post structuralism. In both arenas the rightward lurches of the Communist Party had an important
effect.”

This is the context then in which the history of socialist feminism as the dominant current at the
beginning of second wave feminism and which continued to fight one during the eighties took place
–a time when the ideas of the women’s liberation movement as a whole became increasingly buried
in the myth of post-feminism. I hope this paper makes some small contribution to breaking the
silence, correcting some of the myths and stimulating some collective discussion both now and in a
broader audience.

Terry Conway

P.S.

* From International Viewpoint. http://www.internationalviewpoint.org
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